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ABSTRACT
Currently, our ability to interpret the mechanics of magma mingling and mixing is limited by an incomplete understanding of
the modes of mixing across all melt fractions and compositions. Here, we present numerical simulations of the emplace-
ment of crystal-free magma in crystal-rich reservoirs employing a computational fluid dynamics and discrete element method
(CFD–DEM). We performed two runs corresponding to the emplacement of basalt into two end-member types of magmas mush
(basaltic and dacitic). We found that the intruded volumes have similar shapes and are surrounded by a halo where the crys-
tal volume fraction of the mush is lower. The dynamics of intruded melt are, however, different. Importantly, the mingling of
the intruded and host materials starts after emplacement and consists in the incorporation of mush material into the intruded
magma. Our findings imply that purely thermo-mechanical processes controlled by grain-scale dynamics are sufficient to explain
fundamental aspects of recharge.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The replenishment of magma reservoirs by hotter and crystal-
poor magmas is a widely observed process contributing to the
formation and evolution of magma bodies in the upper crust
[Wiebe 1996; Annen et al. 2015; Wiebe 2016; Karakas et al.
2017]. These events are also inferred to have a role in initiat-
ing the conditions that may lead to an eruption [Eichelberger
and Izbekov 2000; Bachmann and Bergantz 2004; Burgisser
and Bergantz 2011; Huber et al. 2011]. Eruptive products re-
sulting from the rejuvenation of a reservoir by recharge in
new magmas manifests either significant [e.g. Pallister et al.
1996; Murphy et al. 2000; Nakagawa et al. 2002; Pichavant
et al. 2018] or limited mixing/mingling between the two mag-
mas [e.g. Clynne 1999; Bachmann et al. 2002; Takahashi and
Nakagawa 2013; Bachmann et al. 2014]. One obstacle in in-
terpreting the diversity of geological expressions of magma
mixing/mingling arises from an incomplete understanding of
the complex dynamics of multiphase mixing/mingling. Fol-
lowing Jarvis et al. [2021], we employ the term ‘mingling’ as
the physical juxtaposition and stirring of magmatic materials
whereas ‘mixing’ refers to the chemical hybridation by diffu-
sion of miscible elements. We use the term ‘granular mixing’
to express the dispersion of non-Brownian particles (crystals).
Magma mingling is a two-step process: (1) the initial jux-
taposition of magmas by penetrative advection which sets the
largest length scale, and (2) the reduction of that length scale
by a stretching and folding circulation [Ottino 1989]. The jux-
taposition of an intrusive magma and its host is inferred to
result possibly from the buoyant ascent of the intrusion in the
host [e.g. Bergantz and Breidenthal 2001; Ruprecht et al. 2008;
Andrews and Manga 2014; Bergantz et al. 2015; Montagna et
al. 2015; Schleicher et al. 2016]. The fingering of the interface
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between the two magmas during the lateral emplacement of
the intrusion is another mechanism of mingling [e.g. Snyder
and Tait 1995; Perugini and Poli 2005]. The emplacement of
a new and hot magma may also rejuvenate the host material
trapped below the intrusion, which is expected to be buoy-
ant and may in turn invade the intruded layer [Jellinek and
Kerr 1999; Bain et al. 2013]. The entertainment of the host
melt by viscous drag into the intrusion during the settling of
host crystals has been observed experimentally [Renggli et al.
2016; Jarvis et al. 2019]. Finally, experiments at temperatures
and pressures prevailing in magma reservoirs suggest that the
rapid emplacement of a large volume of new magma may in-
duce instabilities of the interface between the two materials,
triggering enclave formation and hybridization [Laumonier et
al. 2014]. Stirring in magma reservoirs is often assumed to be
driven by either the entrainment caused by thermal convec-
tion in the host due to the heat provided by a hotter intrusion
[e.g. Jellinek and Kerr 1999; Couch et al. 2001; Burgisser and
Bergantz 2011; Huber et al. 2011; Andrews and Manga 2014],
or by vortices generated by the advection of the buoyant in-
truder in the host [e.g. Bergantz and Breidenthal 2001; Bergantz
et al. 2015; Montagna et al. 2015; Schleicher et al. 2016].
In the context of crystal-rich (mushy) reservoirs, a network
of frictional contacts can form which produces a sequence of
fragile states up to full lock-up [Bergantz et al. 2017]. This
rheological lock-up imposed by the crystal network inhibits
or delays the generation of convection in the host mush [Bur-
gisser and Bergantz 2011]. Numerical simulations of the injec-
tion of a crystal-free magma into a mush accounting explic-
itly for the presence of crystals have shown that the dynam-
ics of the emplacement of an intrusion is controlled to first
order by the density contrast between the two melts rather
than the difference between their bulk densities [Carrara et al.
2020]. This restricts the scenarios where the buoyant intruder
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ascends into the host to cases in which the host melt is ei-
ther denser or neutrally buoyant with respect to the intruded
one, or in which the host material has a yield strength sup-
porting the upward propagation of a dike. The analysis of
the physical properties and mingling and mixing efficiency of
well-documented eruptions involving an intrusion and a mush
suggests that efficient mingling and mixing are obtained when
the intruded melt is denser [Carrara et al. 2020], and when the
strain rate of emplacement is high enough to compensate the
hindering effect of having a large viscosity contrast between
host and intruder [Laumonier et al. 2014]. This suggests that
mingling between the two materials requires the rapid em-
placement of the intrusion. At low strain rates, the intrusion
is expected to be emplaced as an horizontal layer at the base
of the crystal-rich reservoir. Such underplating of a (gener-
ally) mafic intrusion is expected to provide heat and possibly
exsolved volatiles [Bachmann and Bergantz 2006] to the over-
laying mush and may progressively rejuvenate the reservoir
but is not expected to result in significant incorporation of the
intruded material into the host mush nor in extensive min-
gling between the two materials [Bergantz 1989; Bachmann
and Bergantz 2004; Burgisser and Bergantz 2011; Huber et al.
2011]. Hence the processes governing the mingling between
the host mush and its denser intruder are still unclear because
of our partial understanding of the host–intrusion interactions
during the syn- and post-intrusion phases. In other words, we
have an incomplete grasp of when and where the two materi-
als will start to significantly interact and generate a dynamics
resulting in their progressive hybridization.
To explore how a magma mush may mingle with a denser
intrusion, we performed numerical simulations using a Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics and Discrete Element Method
(CFD–DEM) model accounting for the heat exchanged be-
tween the two magmas and for the associated evolution of
their density and viscosity. Simulations consist in the rapid
emplacement and relaxation of a volume of crystal-free basalt
into either a basaltic or a dacitic mush. We describe and com-
pare the dynamics of the crystals and melt phases in the two
simulations. We then discuss the implications of our results
on the understanding of the physical processes governing the
mingling between the two materials.

2 METHOD
To explore the dynamics generated by the intrusion of magma
into a host mush, we performed CFD–DEM numerical simu-
lations by using the MFIX-DEM software∗. CFD–DEM is able
to model the coupled dynamics of melt and crystals account-
ing for the interphase exchanges (heat and momentum) and
contacts among the solids (considered as spheres here). The
dynamics of the liquid phase is computed by solving the con-
servation of mass, momentum, and energy considering an in-
compressible liquid and using the Boussinesq approximation.
The motion of each crystal is modeled by applying external
forces (buoyancy, drag, and contacts) to it and solving New-
ton’s second law. To compute the drag force, we use the mod-
ifications introduced in Burgisser et al. [2020] to account for the

∗https://mfix.netl.doe.gov/

Figure 1: Simulation setup view from the side. The background
color depends on the composition. The blue area indicates the
host liquid. The red domain corresponds to the volume occu-
pied by the intruded liquid. The grey/blue area indicates the
location of the particle bed forming the layer of mush. The
intruded liquid is crystal-free and initially occupies the small
conduit at the base of the reservoir. The solid red arrows indi-
cate the direction in which the injection of the intruded liquid is
imposed. The dashed blue arrows indicate the fixed pressure
outflow located atop the domain. The dashed red arrows indi-
cated the expected flow of the injected liquid. The expected
growth of the intrusion and associated liquid flow are deduced
fromCarrara et al. [2020]. Except for the inlet, pressure outflow,
and the front and back of the reservoir (cyclical boundary con-
ditions), we employed non slip wall as boundary conditions.

high liquid viscosities relevant to magmas while avoiding an
unrealistic computational cost. Details about the theory and
implementation of the model are presented in Syamlal et al.
[1993], Syamlal [1998], Garg et al. [2012], Li et al. [2012], and
Carrara [2019]. A detailed list of the equations can be found
in Supplementary Material 1.
Simulations consist in the injection of a crystal-free magma
into a mush (Figure 1). The composition and temperature of
the intruded melt are different from that of the host, which
induces density and viscosity contrasts. The evolution of the
local composition of the melt during the simulations is tracked
using the transport equation of a scalar compositional index
that represents the fraction of the two melts [Carrara et al.
2020]. The compositional changes resulting from chemical
diffusion are neglected because the duration of the simula-
tions are short compared to the diffusion timescale. The val-
idation of the ability of the model to capture the dynamics
and hybridization of two miscible liquids having density and
viscosity contrasts can be found in Carrara et al. [2020] and
Molina et al. [2012]. The influence of temperature changes on
the density and viscosity of the two melt phases is computed
using two state equations. The first equation expresses the
thermal expansion of the melt phases at constant pressure:

(
𝜕ρl
𝜕𝑇l

)
P

= −αlρl (1)
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where αl is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the melt
(considered to be independent of composition and tempera-
ture here), ρl is the melt density, and 𝑇l is the melt tempera-
ture. The evolution of the size and density of the crystals with
temperature are neglected because their coefficient of ther-
mal expansion is too small to influence the dynamics of our
simulations and because simulation times are short compared
to crystallization–dissolution kinetics. The melt viscosity is
computed as a function of composition and temperature as
[Giordano et al. 2008]:

log10 η = −4.55 + 𝐵

𝐶 + 𝑇l
(2)

where η is the dynamic viscosity of the melt, 𝐵 and 𝐶 are two
constants depending on the chemical composition. During
the simulations, the local value of the coefficients 𝐵 and 𝐶 are
updated as a function of composition by considering an ideal
mixture between the two melts.
We employ the same geometry as that of the simulations
presented in Carrara et al. [2020]. The reservoir consists in
a 3D rectangular tank of 1.6 × 0.8 × 0.05m (length × height
× width) filled with a viscous liquid (Figure 1). We use a
grid resolution of 1.25 cm for the liquid phase. A ∼0.3m thick
mush layer is located at the base of the reservoir. The crys-
tals are initially generated at random positions and settled in
the vacuum to avoid the segregation of the mineral species
having different densities in distinct layers during the settling.
We use three slightly different sphere diameters to represent
the crystals (4.5, 5, 5.5mm) to avoid artificial self-organization
of the solids. The intruded melt is injected at the base of the
mush layer with a constant flux through a 3.75 cm long and
10 cm wide conduit such that the intruded melt enters the
mush as a Poiseuille flow [Carrara et al. 2020]. We emphasize
that the dimensions of the tank in the simulations are far be-
low those expected for magma reservoirs. We chose to use
these dimensions to use realistic particle sizes so that the di-
mensionless numbers controlling the exchange of momentum
between the crystals and the viscous melt [Stokes and particle
Reynolds number, Bergantz et al. 2017] are in the same range
as those encountered in magmas. Accounting for a larger tank
in the simulations without increasing the number of particles
and the computational costs, would have compelled us to use
larger crystals for which the fluid-solid coupling is not relevant
to magmas.
We performed two simulations representing end-member
scenarios common in arc magmatism. The first simulation
(A) investigates the intrusion of basaltic melt into a basaltic
mush whereas the second scenario (B) corresponds to the re-
plenishment of a dacitic reservoir with a basaltic melt. For
both simulations, we choose the chemical composition of the
magmas such that the intruded melt is denser and less viscous
than the host one, which corresponds to conditions where ef-
ficient mingling is observed in nature [Carrara et al. 2020]. For
simulation A, we computed the physical properties of the melt
and crystal contents of the host mush by simulating the cool-
ing and crystallization of a basaltic magma using the MELTS
model [Ghiorso and Sack 1995; Asimow and Ghiorso 1998] in
the software PELE [Boudreau 1999] at a pressure of 250MPa.

The chemical composition of the basaltic melt at liquidus is
taken from Dufek and Bachmann [2010] (see Table 1 for chem-
ical compositions and physical properties of the intruded and
host materials). The intruded melt is the same magma at liq-
uidus. In simulation B, the chemical compositions and crys-
tal contents of the two materials were extracted from Car-
icchi and Blundy [2015] (dacitic mush) and Melekhova et al.
[2013] (basalt). We consider four minerals species (plagioclase,
olivine, clinopyroxene, and biotite) having different densities
(2700, 3300, 3400, and 3500kgm−3, respectively). The respec-
tive proportions in the different mineral groups composing the
mush layers are taken from the results of the MELT simula-
tion (Simulation A) or Caricchi and Blundy [2015] (Simulation
B). For the initial conditions, the temperature, density, and vis-
cosity of the host liquid are considered as uniform. The initial
pressure of the liquid is computed by the model at the first
timestep from the pressure we imposed at the upper bound-
ary conditions. The liquid and particles are considered to be
at rest. The temperature, density, and viscosity at the initial
condition for each simulation is indicated in Table 1.
We scale the injection velocity and simulation time using
the relationships detailed in Carrara et al. [2020]. The dimen-
sionless injection velocity, 𝑈∗, corresponds to the ratio be-
tween the injection velocity, 𝑈inj, and the minimum fluidiza-
tion velocity, 𝑈mf, which corresponds to the injection velocity
at which the upward hydrodynamic forces equal the reduced
weight of the crystal layer [Schleicher et al. 2016; Carrara et al.
2020]. The dimensionless time [Bergantz et al. 2017], 𝑡∗, cor-
responds to the ratio of the simulation time, 𝑡, over the time
needed for the injected melt to flow across the thickness of
the mush layer, 𝑡′ (𝑡′ = 𝐻bed/𝑈inj, where 𝐻bed is the mush
layer thickness). The dimensionless time is useful to compare
simulations with the same mush layer but different physical
properties (density and viscosity) because it is proportional to
the injected volume [Carrara et al. 2020].
To test the hypothesis that a high strain rate promotes min-
gling between the two magmas, we use the same dimension-
less injection rate (𝑈∗ = 93470) for which the geometry of the
intruded layer is dominated by the momentum resulting from
the injection. For the simulation with the basaltic mush, the in-
jection Reynolds number, Re (Re = ρl𝑈inj𝑊inj/η), is ∼1 × 10−2
and the viscosity contrast is ∼10 such that some mixing is ex-
pected between the host and intruded materials [Jellinek et al.
1999]. For the run with the dacitic reservoir, Re is ∼1 × 10−6
and the viscosity contrast of ∼1 × 104 for which no mixing
is expected. For such high 𝑈∗, the intrusion is expected to
grow primarily radially from the inlet [Carrara et al. 2020].
In both simulations, we kept the injection rate constant until
𝑡∗ = 1.17. The dimensionless time 𝑡∗ = 1.17 translates into
different duration in the two simulations (𝑡 = 7 s in simula-
tion A and 𝑡 = 699 s in simulation B) because the difference
in the physical properties of the host mush results in orders
of magnitude of difference between the minimum fluidization
velocities of the two simulations. The short duration of the in-
jection in A allowed us to continue the simulation to explore
the evolution of the interaction between host and intruded ma-
terials shortly after emplacement. After the injection is turned
off at 𝑡∗ = 1.17 (𝑡 = 7 s), the simulation continues until 𝑡∗ = 83.9
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Table 1: Chemical compositions and physical properties of the magmas in the simulations. pl., ol., bi., and cpx. correspond to
plagioclase, olivine, biotite and clinopyroxene.

Parameter Mush run A1 Intrusion run A1 Mush run B2 Intrusion run B3

Chemical compositions (wt.%)
SiO2 54.69 48.39 74.97 45.37
TiO2 0.6 0.98 0.14 0.7
Al2O3 18.85 16.93 14.23 13.88
FeO(T) 5.41 10.07 0.93 7.30
MnO 0.48 0.18 0.08 0.34
MgO 1.12 5.96 0.24 13.63
CaO 4.77 10.46 1.29 10.30
Na2O 4.78 2.67 2.68 2.23
K2O 3.32 1.20 5.44 0.14
P2O5 0.59 0.22 0 0.08
H2O 5.39 1.95 6.08 4.5

Melt physical properties
𝑇 (°C) 925 1150 800 1200

Density ρl (kg m−3) 2305.1 2570.0 2036.97 2429.96
Dynamic viscosity η (Pa s) 366.52 11.21 5.912 × 104 1.835

Thermal expansion coef. α (K−1) 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4 1 × 10−4
Thermal conductivity 𝑘 l (W m−1 K−1) 1.5286 1.5286 1.5286 1.5286

Heat capacity 𝐶pl (J K−1) 1367.4 1367.4 1367.4 1367.4

Crystal physical properties
Initial solid volume fraction φ0 0.64 0.0 0.64 0.0

53–20–27 — 75–17–8 —Mineral species (pl–ol–cpx) — (pl–bi–cpx) —

Density ρs (kg m−3) 2700–3300–3400 — 2700–3300–3400 —
(pl–ol–cpx) — (pl–bi–cpx) —

Thermal conductivity 𝑘s (W m−1 K−1) 2.4863 — 2.4863 —
Heat capacity 𝐶ps (J K−1) 11 146 — 11146 —

Injection
Injection velocity 𝑈inj (m s−1) — 4.839 × 10−2 — 5 × 10−4

Dimensionless injection velocity 𝑈∗ — 93470 — 93470

Chemical compositions were taken from:
1 Dufek and Bachmann [2010]
2 Caricchi and Blundy [2015]
3Melekhova et al. [2013]

(𝑡 = 527 s). Reaching the same dimensionless duration in sim-
ulation B would have required an unrealistically long com-
putation (∼1.5 yr with the same computational power as for
simulation A).

To quantify and locate granular mixing in our simulations,
we computed the Initial Neighbor Distance (IND) mixing in-
dex presented in Schleicher et al. [2016]. This index quantifies
the efficiency of the mixing among the crystals. It corresponds
to the ratio between the sum of the distances that separate each
crystal from its initial nearest neighbor, and the sum of the dis-
tances between each crystal and a random one. IND is zero
when the crystal network remains the same as the initial one,
and tends toward 1 when the mush layer is fully reorganized.

3 RESULTS

Figure 2 displays time-frames of simulation A at the dimen-
sionless time 𝑡∗ = 1.17 (𝑡 = 7 s). The intruded volume grows
radially (Figure 2) as expected because of the large dimen-
sionless injection velocity we imposed. The relaxation of the
initial overpressure imposed by the initiation of mass inflow
at the inlet (∼1000Pa above the injected material) results in
the dilation of the crystal framework that forms a halo sur-
rounding the injected volume (Figure 2A). The fluid flow is
radial with velocities that are maximum above the inlet and
decrease away from it (Figure 2C). The temperature of the
melt decreases radially from the inlet and shows a diffusive
pattern because of the diffusion of the intrusion heat to the
host material (Figure 2D). Except a few crystals located near
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the edges of the intrusion at the reservoir floor, no solids from
the host are present in the intruded volume at that time (Fig-
ure 2E). The solids located in the host and above the intrusion
show an upward flow, whereas the ones located on the side
of this volume have no significant vertical motion.
Simulation B displays the radial growth of the intrusion sur-
rounded by a halo where the crystallinity is lower (Figure 3A),
as in simulation A. The shape of the intrusion is nevertheless
a little more elongated horizontally (Figure 3B) than in sim-
ulation A (Figure 2B). The flow of the melt is, however, sig-
nificantly different from simulation A and shows convection
within the intrusion (Figure 3C). The intruded material starts
to convect once 𝑡∗ > 0.5. Hot melt ascends atop the inlet
and colder material sinks from the interface between the two
materials, which results in concentrating the temperature gra-
dient at the margin of the intrusion (Figure 3D). The cooling of
the intruded melt at the margins of the intrusion (Figure 3D)
results in the increase of the melt viscosity in a buffer layer cir-
cumscribing the convection within the intrusion (Figure 3C).
As a result, the convective flow is unable to stir the surround-
ing mush, where the melt and crystals flow radially away from
the intrusion (Figure 3C, E) as in simulation A. Antecrysts are
found within the intrusion (Figure 3E) because of the progres-
sive settling of the crystals located above the intrusion. They
tend to accumulate at the inlet.
In both simulations, two important phenomena occur in the
mush. The first is that the pressure gradient in the bed at rest
follows closely that expected if no particles were present (Fig-
ure 4A). In other words, the pressure at the base of the bed is
close to the hydrostatic pressure based on melt density but it
is smaller than the hydrostatic pressure based on bulk density
(i.e. the pressure gradient if the bed were in a fluidized state).
This underpressure with respect to the fluidized state results
from the particle network which supports the reduced weight
of the particle bed because of normal forces being heteroge-
neously transmitted by force chains through particle contacts.
Such force chains are, like in other hydrogranular media, split
into a strong network parallel to the gravitational loading and
a weak load-carrying network that is mostly isotropic acting
as a kind of granular pressure [Bergantz et al. 2017]. Thus,
depending on which network particles at the base belong to,
there is a pressure difference of up to 1 × 103 Pa between these
particles and the surrounding melt. The injection of new melt
not only fluidizes the overlying mush but also induces a pres-
sure increase in the melt that exceeds the hydrostatic pressure
gradient based on bulk density (Figure 5). In both runs, the
overpressure is maximal at the beginning of the simulation
and decreases as the injection proceeds (Figure 5B–C). Force
chains with a main direction parallel to fluid flow are formed
where the overpressure is largest, resisting the radial motion.
This local maximum of overpressure occurs at some distance
from the mush/intrusion interface. As a result, particles lo-
cated between the intrusion and the maximum overpressure
cease to belong to the solid network and the dilute halo forms.
These isolated particles follow the fluid radial motion, but they
lag behind the propagation of the dilute halo because they no
longer form a coherent network with the rest of the bed. The
ensuing consequence is that hindered settling relative to the

fluid occurs in this dilute halo. Because the settling velocity
of particles at low volume fraction is faster than that at high
volume fraction, particles spread and create a gradient in solid
volume fraction (φ) (Figures 2A and 3A).

We delimited the dilute halo as the region where 0.1 <

φ < 0.52 and containing >50% of the resident melt minus
the sliver of mush atop the bed that fulfills these conditions
at 𝑡∗ = 0 (i.e. when there is no injected melt). The volume
of the dilute halo is about 2.5 times that of the injected melt,
regardless of time (Figure 6). The appearance of this dilute
part in an otherwise packed bed implies that host melt was
drawn into the bed from the particle-free region above the
bed. We calculated this volume of additional melt by volume
balance. Because particle volume is constant, the volume of
melt drawn in is the bed volume (φ > 0.1 and φ <50% of
resident melt) minus the initial bed volume. This additional
melt drawn into the mush is about 0.9 times that of the injected
melt, regardless of time (Figure 6). The differential velocity
between particles and melt shows that melt is entrained into
that halo by tortuous permeable flow (Supplementary Material
2 Figure S1). This process impacts the way that the bed top
surface bulges. We define the bulge volume as the region
with φ > 0.1 that is above the initial bed surface. Instead of
having a volume comparable to that of the injection, the bulge
is ∼1.9 times larger than the intrusion (Figure 6) because of the
additional melt migrating from above the bed into the dilute
halo. To develop freely as observed, the dilute halo thus needs
that the packed bed is surrounded by a dilute region that is
at least twice the volume injected. Defining the available melt
as the amount of melt that can be drawn from a dilute region
without creating a packed bed, this dilute region (here particle-
free) must contain at least 0.9 times the injected volume of
available melt.

Figure 7 displays time-frames of the evolution of the crystal
content, chemical composition, and temperature of simulation
A after the injection was stopped (𝑡∗ = 1.17) and until 𝑡∗ = 83.9
(𝑡 = 527 s). Once the injection ceases, the evolution of the ge-
ometry of the intrusion becomes controlled by the buoyancy
contrast between the two melts. The intruded melt starts to
pond over at the base of the reservoir to form an horizontal
layer (Figure 7B, H, N).Widespread incorporation of host crys-
tals into the intrusion occurs after we stopped the injection.
The increasing number of antecrysts into the intrusion results
from two mechanisms. First, a portion of the host mush is
trapped below the intrusion during its lateral spreading. The
trapped host melt is buoyant with respect to the intruded melt
and invades the intrusion, forming Rayleigh-Taylor instabili-
ties and entraining crystals (∼30%–40% in volume; Figure 7C–
F). Later, when the lateral spreading is slower, host crystals
located in the dilute halo atop the intrusion progressively set-
tle into the intrusion. We expect that full settling happens
eventually, at a time that far exceeds the full duration of the
simulation. The intrusion progressively cools (Figure 7M–R)
because of the diffusion of heat into the mush, the incorpo-
ration of crystals at thermal equilibrium with the host melt,
and the advection of the colder material trapped below the
intrusion (Figure 7O–R).
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Figure 2: Snapshots of simulation A at 𝑡∗ = 1.17 (𝑡 = 7 s). In [A] and [C–E], the green curves represent the boundary between the
host and intruded melts deduced from snapshot B. [A] Distribution of crystal volume fraction. [B] Composition index of the melt.
The white dashed curve indicates the location of the top of the mush layer, taken at φ = 0.4 in the inset A. [C] Flow field of the
melt. Black arrows indicate the direction of the flow. The velocity magnitude is given by the background color. [D] Difference
between the local and intrusion temperature. [E] Vertical velocity of the crystals. Each disc represents a particle. Particles
colored in beige move upward and particles displayed in black have negligible vertical velocities.
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 2 for simulation B at 𝑡∗ =1.17 (𝑡 = 699 s). In [E], the particles colored in cyan have a downward motion.

Once injection stops, the dilute halo deforms itself in a com-
plex shape following the laterally spreading intrusion. Parti-
cles forming the gradient in solid volume fraction settle slowly
(Figure 7A–F). The halo volume does not change during the
spreading. We also observe the progressive decrease of the
average crystals content in the mush located above the di-
luted halo (Figure 7A–F). At 𝑡∗ = 1.12, the crystal content of
the mush is typically >60%, whereas at 𝑡∗ = 83.9, it is <60%
(at most ∼58%). Despite the decrease of the crystal volume
fraction, contacts are still present within the mush surround-
ing the dilute halo (Figure 8A). A strong decrease in crystal

content is also observed in the mush above the inlet but it ar-
tificially results from the finite sizes of the particle bed and the
computational domain. The average Initial Neighbor Distance
of the crystals at 𝑡∗ = 83.9 is IND = 0.0114, indicating a lim-
ited reorganization of the crystal network during and shortly
after the intrusion. The spatial evolution of the IND shows
that most of the granular mixing occurs within the intruded
layer (Figure 8B). In the mush layer surrounding the intruded
layer, the two granular vortexes are not able to generate a sig-
nificant granular mixing of the host crystals, which flow as a
bulk. Restricting the computation of the IND to the crystals
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Figure 4: [A] Pressure values along a vertical line located in the particle bed at 𝑥 = 10 cm, 𝑧 = 2.5 cm. Values depicted by symbols
are from run A (diamonds) and B (circles). They are either measured (open symbols) or recalculated based on bulk density
(closed symbols). Lines are based on the pressure gradient of a pure melt (gray: run A with ρl = 2305 kgm−3; black: run B with
ρl = 2037 kgm−3. Dashed horizontal lines indicate the position of the bed top and base. [B] Amount of underpressure at the base
of a mush as a function of mush thickness. Values of melt density and average crystal density are taken from run A (basalt) and
B (dacite).

located in the intrusion (where the composition index is above
or equal to 0.5) at 𝑡∗ = 83.9 gives IND = 0.106, whereas only
considering the crystals located in the mush gives the much
lower value of 0.0083.

4 DISCUSSION
Our simulations illuminate the diversity of interactions exist-
ing between the intrusion and an existing mush, with a spe-
cific focus on the physical mechanisms responsible for their
mingling during and shortly after emplacement. We used ini-
tial compositions in which the intruded melt is denser than
the host liquid so that emplacement occurs as an horizontal
layer at the base of the mush. This corresponds to the sce-
nario where efficient mixing/mingling is observed between
the intrusion and the host mush [Carrara et al. 2020]. In both
simulations, mingling was not observed during emplacement
(Figures 2B and 3B). In run A, mingling initiated after the in-
jection was stopped and was caused by the ascent of mush
materials trapped below the intrusion during its lateral spread-
ing (Figure 7). Such gravitational instabilities are observed in
mafic-felsic layer complexes [e.g. Bain et al. 2013; Wiebe 2016],
and have been interpreted to be triggered by the thermal re-

juvenation of a layer of mush located below the intrusion and
in which a yield stress exists [Jellinek and Kerr 1999; Bain
et al. 2013]. Our simulations show that such instabilities may
also be triggered by the rapid emplacement of an intrusion
in a reservoir where the host does not have any yield stress.
Regardless of its trigger, the ascent of host material trapped
below the intrusion results in the progressive incorporation of
mush material into the intrusion.

Other mechanisms responsible for the juxtaposition of two
magmatic materials have been described in the literature but
do not occur in our simulations. The fingering of the interface
between the mush and the intrusion during its lateral spread-
ing [e.g. Snyder and Tait 1995; Perugini and Poli 2005] also
results in the incorporation of host material into the intruded
magma. According to Snyder and Tait [1995], and considering
the physical properties of the host melt, the expected widths
of the finger in our simulations are ∼74 cm in simulation A
and ∼91 cm in B. The presence of the crystals in the mush in-
creases the effective viscosity of the host material and in turn
the width of the fingers. As a result, the estimate of the finger
width with the melt properties represents an estimation of the
minimum width of the fingers, which far exceed the width of
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Figure 5: Cross sections at mid-thickness (𝑧 = 2.5 cm) of the overpressure distribution. The overpressure is defined as the fluid
pressure minus the hydrostatic pressure based on the local bulk density. [A] Run A at 𝑡∗ = 0.5. [B] Run B at 𝑡∗ = 0.8. [C] Run B at
𝑡∗ = 0.50.
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Figure 6: Volume of three elements within the resident mush
as a function of intruded volume. Black symbols represent the
dilute halo, which is the part directly above the intrusion with a
gradient of particle volume fraction. Gray symbols represent
the added melt, which is the volume of melt added into the
dilute halo by permeable flow. White symbols represent the
bulge, which is the mush volume located above the initial bed
surface. Data are from 𝑡∗ = 0 to 𝑡∗ = 1.17 for both run A (basalt)
and run B (dacite). The three regression lines are based on run
B; their squared coefficients of Pearson product moment cor-
relation are >0.997.

our reservoir (∼5 cm) explaining why they are absent. The es-
timated size of the fingers is also far above the grid resolution
we employed (1.25 cm) so their absence is not related to the
coarse grid we employed. Provided that fingering in dense
suspensions can adequately be represented by pure liquids as
in the work of Snyder and Tait [1995], we expect fingering
to occur during the lateral spreading of the intrusion if the
simulations were run with a larger width, which would cause
further incorporation of host materials into the intrusion. Af-
ter stopping the injection in run A and during injection in run
B, we observed crystals settling from the host and invading
the intrusion (Figures 3E and 8A). Entrainment of the host
melt resulting from the settling of crystals through the inter-
face between two stratified liquids having a viscosity contrast
has been observed experimentally [Renggli et al. 2016; Jarvis
et al. 2019]. The width of the entrained liquid at the tail of the
particle is, however, smaller than the diameter of the settling
particles. As a result, this mechanism is not present in our
simulations because of the size of our liquid cells is too coarse
(2.5 times the average particle diameter). We expect that this
phenomenon would have occurred in the simulations if they

were run with a fluid mesh smaller than the size of the parti-
cles [e.g. Culha et al. 2020], which would have contributed to
further entrainment of the host melt into the intrusion.
Laumonier et al. [2014] argued that the rapid emplacement
of an intrusion of large volume would generate a high strain
rate (in simple shear) able to trigger the mingling between two
magmas having a large viscosity contrast because mingling is
hindered by large viscosity contrasts at low strain rates. In
both simulations, we used viscosity contrasts that are expected
to hinder mingling at a low strain rate [>0.3 log units, Lau-
monier et al. 2014] and a high injection rate. At such injection
rate, the geometry of the intrusion is controlled by momentum
and grows radially from the inlet [Carrara et al. 2020]. As a
result, the intrusion imposes a nearly pure shear to the mush
during the injection, which is unable to destabilize the inter-
face between the two materials. After the injection stops, the
lateral spreading of the intrusion entrains two counter-rotating
vortices in the mush that generate a downward flow above the
inlet. This lateral entrainment of the mush results in smooth-
ing and decreasing the shear rate at the interface between the
two magmas, which is therefore unable to generate the desta-
bilization of the interface even if the presence of the dilute halo
surrounding the intrusion and the diffusion of heat both de-
crease the bulk viscosity contrast between the two materials
near the interface.
Most of the physical mechanisms responsible for the juxta-
position of two magmatic materials that are (or should have
been) present in our simulations consist in incorporating host
material into the intruder and tend to occur after the emplace-
ment of the intrusion rather than during the injection. We also
showed that convective stirring is much more likely to occur
within the intrusion rather than within the host. As a result,
our simulations suggest that the mingling between an intru-
sion and its host take place predominantly after emplacement
and in the immediate vicinity of the intrusion.
Although we considered the difference in temperature be-
tween the two melts, it does not have significant effects on the
dynamics of the intrusion of simulation A, which could have
been deduced from the results of Carrara et al. [2020]. This is
because the growth of the intruded volume is too fast for the
intruder to convect and because the injection shut-off stops
the heat supply. During the lateral spreading, the thinning of
the intruded layer and ensuing heat diffusion into the overly-
ing and underlying mush reduces the likelihood of convection
in the intrusion. Because simulation B takes a longer time to
reach 𝑡∗ = 1.17 (699 s) and because of the lower viscosity of the
injected melt, simulation B features convection within the in-
truded volume. Computational limitations did not allow us to
explore the effects of this convection on the evolution of the
interactions between the intrusion and its host. Convection
tend to homogenize the temperature of the melt within the
intruded volume and to concentrate the temperature gradient
to the margin of this volume, which both increase the cooling
rate of the intrusion [Huber et al. 2009], which enhances the
heat flux provided to the mush [Jellinek and Kerr 1999]. The
heat transfer between the intrusion and its host is expected
to generate a thermal boundary layer in the mush above the
interface with the intrusion where convection occurs [Snyder
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Figure 7: Evolution of the dynamics in run A after shutting off the injection. The solid green and dashed white curves indicate
the interface between the two melts and the top of the particle bed, respectively. [A]–[F] Distribution of the content in crystals.
The background color indicates the crystal volume fraction. [G]–[L] Chemical composition index of the melt. [M]–[R] Evolution
of the difference of local temperature compared to the host initial temperature.
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Figure 8: Snapshot of the particle dynamics in run A at 𝑡∗ = 83.9. [A] Force chains network. The color of each particle depends on
the maximum overlap distance with its neighbors normalized by its diameter. The overlap distance is a proxy for the magnitude
of the contact force. [B] Distance separating each crystal from its initial closest neighbors normalized by the diameter of the
particle (𝑑p).

2000]. Such thermal boundary layers have been inferred to
become buoyant and result in reservoir scale overturn [Bur-
gisser and Bergantz 2011]. In neither simulation is the heat
supplied by the intruder able to generate a thermal bound-
ary layer in the host mush. The Rayleigh number in the host
thermal boundary layer that surrounds the intrusion (i.e. the
mush that is affected by heat diffusion here) is of the order of
1 × 10−2, far below the critical Rayleigh number at which con-
vection starts (∼1 × 103). According to the scaling relationship
given in [Snyder 2000] for a continuous heat supply, the activa-
tion time for convection in the host material of simulation A is
∼1150 s, which is longer than the full duration of our simula-
tions and much longer than the time at which injection inter-
ruption stops heat supply. We thus do not expect convection
in the host for 𝑡∗ > 83.9, nor the vertical entrainment of in-
truded material by convection as observed in the experiments
of Snyder and Tait [1996]. It follows that triggering thermal
convection in the host mush would require the injection of a
sufficiently large volume of magma to supply enough heat to
the mush. An estimation of the thickness of such an intrusion
based on a 1D model yields 0.2–83m depending on magma
composition [Burgisser and Bergantz 2011]. Furthermore, the
formation of a thermal boundary layer involved melting the
mush crystals, which tends to change the composition of the
surrounding melt and increase its density (while the bulk den-
sity tends to decrease). The occurrence of gravitational insta-
bilities in the melt is controlled by the density contrast existing

between the liquid and not the bulk density contrast [Carrara
et al. 2020]. The change in melt density resulting from crystal
melting therefore opposes the entrainment of thermal convec-
tion in the thermal boundary layer and large-scale overturn.
As a result, the ability of an intrusion to generate convective
motion in the host mush is unclear and requires further inves-
tigation.

Quantifying the volume of resident magma indirectly af-
fected by the intrusion allows us to also define the limits of
validity of our simulations. Our runs happened in an end-
member of the open environment because the region above
the particle bed was filled with a pure melt that could flow
out of the top boundary freely. The observed re-injection dy-
namics, however, does not require such extreme conditions.
As long as the dilute, open part of the system contains at least
roughly the same amount (0.9 times) of available melt as the
injected material, we expect that the dilute halo would develop
and reorganize fabrics over a volume ∼2.5 times larger than
the intrusion. Drawing melt from the dilute part of the system
can occur until the resulting increase in crystallinity reaches
values close to maximum packing. This dilute part is thus also
part of the resident material volume affected by the intrusion.
Consider for example a mush bed overlain (or surrounded) by
a more dilute magma with 40% crystals. This system can be
considered open like in our simulations until the melt drawn
from the dilute part increases crystallinity to a locked-up state
where melt can no longer be drawn because of maximum
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packing conditions. Setting aside for now that lock-up does
not depend only on crystal volume fraction, the cut-off value
of φ depends on the crystal shape and size distributions [e.g.
Bergantz et al. 2017]. In this example, we set this limit, φl,
to 50 vol.% crystals. An intrusion could reorganize this illus-
trative system as follows. Melt can be drawn from the dilute
region to feed the halo up to 10 vol.% of the dilute magma
volume (i.e. increasing crystallinity from 40 to 50 vol.%). This
melt transfer will occur mostly because the original mush sur-
face would bulge into the dilute magma, taking up to twice the
equivalent intrusion volume, 𝑉int (Figure 6). The final system
will have become mushy everywhere except in the halo near
the intrusion, where a crystallinity gradient would have been
created. The total volume of mush affected by the intrusion,
𝑉aff, is thus that of the halo, 0.9 × 𝑉int, plus that of the di-
lute magma, 𝑉dil. Using volume balance, the volume of dilute
magma that goes from initial crystallinity, φ0, to maximum
packing, φl, is equal to:

𝑉dil =
φ1

φ1 − φ0
0.9𝑉int (3)

The ratio of the volume of mush affected by the intrusion over
that intruded is thus:

𝑉aff
𝑉int

= 2.5 + 0.9 φ1
φ1 − φ0

(4)

The end-member open system with pure melt we simulated
(φ0 = 0) has thus a ratio of 3.9 and the example above
(φ0 = 0.4 and φ1 = 0.5) has a ratio of 7. Even without
mingling, the intrusive process can thus affect a volume of resi-
dent mush far larger than that of the fresh magma input. Open
system events thus occur unhindered if sufficient parts of the
resident system are more dilute than the maximum packing
conditions. Beyond the volume ratio quantified by Equation 4,
the resident system cannot accommodate the injected volume
in the fashion described by our simulations. This has impli-
cations for pluton construction, which can be illustrated with
the emplacement geometry of the Torres del Paine Intrusive
Complex (Chile). This tabular, 1.1 km-thick granitic complex
is composed of three major units emplaced successively such
that each unit was solidified when the next one was emplaced
[Michel et al. 2008; Annen et al. 2015]. Each unit is composed
of smaller metric to decametric sills featuring ductile contacts
[Leuthold et al. 2012; Annen et al. 2015]. Our results imply
that each sill emplacement could have affected up to a few
previously emplaced (ductile) sills featuring crystal contents
lower than the maximum packing fraction, compacting them
to accommodate the new injected volume. This process of
progressive compaction would cease when maximum packing
is reached. A full assessment of such an intriguing emplace-
ment mechanism necessitates including crystallization, which
is currently beyond the capabilities of our model.
In our simulations, we do not consider the presence of ex-
solved volatiles. The decompression linked to the ascent of
the intrusion induces volatile exsolution. The cooling of a wet
mafic magma emplaced at the base of the reservoir is also ex-
pected to trigger the exsolution of volatiles by second boiling.
The exsolution of volatiles in the mafic layer has been inferred

to cause entrainment of the intruded material into the host [e.g.
Thomas and Tait 1997; Wiesmaier et al. 2015] in a fashion sim-
ilar to that resulting from crystal settling. Volatile exsolution
could also result in the overturning of the reservoir or ascent
of the intruded material because of the decrease of the bulk
density of the intrusion [e.g. Huppert et al. 1982; Ruprecht et al.
2008; Montagna et al. 2015]. These studies considered the evo-
lution of the bulk density of the intruded magma and neglect
the relative motion between the crystal and the surrounding
melt. When the phases constituting the magma are allowed
to have a relative flow, the dynamics of the reservoir is rather
controlled by the density contrast between the melts [Carrara
et al. 2020], which makes it unlikely that exsolved volatiles
change the bulk dynamics. Furthermore, numerical modeling
of the flow of exsolved volatiles in magma has shown that in
static, crystal-rich conditions (as the host material in our sim-
ulations) the gas tends to flow in channels [Parmigiani et al.
2014; 2017], which enhance the ability of the volatiles to flow
through the host mush and probably decrease the probabil-
ity of overturning and entrainment of intruded melt into the
host. Although the role of volatiles on mingling and reservoir
dynamics remains unclear, the exsolution of gas by second
boiling requires the cooling of the intrusion, which occurs on
timescales exceeding the duration of our simulations. We thus
do not expect that accounting for the exsolution of volatiles in
our simulations would have changed the dynamics we ob-
served during and immediately after the intrusion.

5 CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we employed a CFD–DEM numerical model
to simulate the emplacement of an intrusion into a mush and
show that their mingling most likely occurs post emplacement
and within the vicinity of the intrusion. We performed two
simulations representative of end-member scenarios that may
be encountered in arc volcanism (emplacement of basalt into
a basaltic mush and basalt into a dacitic mush). In both sim-
ulations, the rapid injection of the intruded magma did not
result in syn-emplacement contamination and mingling but
generated a dilute halo surrounding the intrusion. The min-
gling between the host and its intruder was initiated after the
injection was shut off and resulted from the ascent of mush
material trapped below the intrusion. Although we considered
the temperature difference between the two materials, it did
not generate convection into the mush but within the intru-
sion only. The gradient in solid volume fraction created in the
dilute halo is an unexpected outcome of a situation where the
injected melt does not mingle with the resident mush during
emplacement. The origin of this halo is Reynolds dilatancy
and its internal structure features a crystallinity gradient un-
der the combined effects of hindered settling and permeable
flow. Although this dilute halo is expected to be ephemeral,
it creates a crystallinity gradient by melt migration, which is
to our knowledge a process described here for the first time.
This gradient is fed by melt coming from more dilute parts of
the resident magma. This melt withdrawal concentrates the
dilute part, rearranging the preexisting fabric. The disappear-
ance of the halo by settling will also reorganize the crystals
involved. Overall, the mush fabric will be affected over a vol-
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ume that is at least 3.9 times larger than that of the intrusion
without direct interaction with the intruding melt.
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